There were 100 more visitors/day in 2014/15

What were they up to?

Despite the snow-day disruptions, teaching in the library kept pace.

Though we seem to be losing ground with the English Department (substitutes?)
9th grade classes in the library are most common. Perhaps 11th grade needs more research in the curriculum?

Grade 9 World History Research, Sophomore Speech, & Family Chemistry represent our top online research guides.

"56,181 citations created in EasyBib this year!"

Circulation is strong, and ebooks are gaining...

...especially reference ebooks.
Chromebook circulation in the library is through the roof! We are adding 5 new Chromebooks next year.

Students continue to review books 🌟🌟🌟 for our Book Blog.

Book Club members read 8 books & 2,661 pages (and consumed ~ 3lbs of candy!) this year.

We're increasing our social media presence on twitter, facebook & now instagram, reaching students where they are.